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       There are five stages of meditation, each one leading gradually into the
next: concentration, meditation, contemplation, illumination, and
inspiration. 
~Benjamin Creme

America, like all nations, has to renounce war. 
~Benjamin Creme

It's an utter, utter necessity to renounce war forever. And nothing new
can be built until this is done. 
~Benjamin Creme

The members of humanity are really and truly souls. We're all part of
one great oversoul. 
~Benjamin Creme

The masters are men like us who have evolved ahead of us and come
to the end of the evolution as a human being on planet earth. 
~Benjamin Creme

We've poisoned our planet to a desperate degree. We have no idea of
how severe the toxification is. 
~Benjamin Creme

Nothing needs a war. There is no problem that needs a war to bring it
to a resolution. 
~Benjamin Creme

Sharing is the answer for humanity. When we share we recognize that
God is our brother, and unless we have that trust created by sharing,
then nothing can be done. 
~Benjamin Creme

If there was a war, a big war, a major war on the planet, it would be a
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nuclear war, and it would destroy all life, human and subhuman, on
planet earth. 
~Benjamin Creme

Unless you have money today, you cannot live life according to your
need. 
~Benjamin Creme

We need a total renunciation of war. We must renounce war totally,
because now we can destroy all life on earth. 
~Benjamin Creme
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